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Q. What book did you love as a child and why?
A. Dino Buzzati’s The Bears’ Famous Invasion Of Sicily, as it
contains everything one wants from literature: great longing,
noble integrity, a crippling loss, a tragic mistake, a haunted
mansion, a riveting battle and a sea serpent. Anyone who
wants more from a novel should be ashamed of themselves.
Q. Who are your current favourite children’s authors/illustrators and why?
A.)LMTM/ZQNÅVNWZPMZOZMI\PMIZ\2]LQ\P*T]VLMTTNWZPMZ
superb control. John Birmingham, for his slanted eye.
Kelly Link, for obvious reasons .
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Q. What tips would you give to encourage children to read?
A. When I went to bed each night my parents would read to me
NWZIJQ\[\WXI\I[][XMV[MN]TUWUMV\TMI^MIÆI[PTQOP\
by my bed and tell me strictly not to read after they turned
out the light. The next night they would ignore that the
JWWSUIZSPILUW^MLÅN\aXIOM[
Q. What do you enjoy best about being an author?
A. Stopping at 3pm, when everyone else wants to stop working,
and reading under the guise of “research”. All my life
I wanted nothing but to be as close to literature as possible.
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Q. Tell us something about yourself that you think
might surprise people.
A. I have enormous admiration for the work of Grace Jones.
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